BIO
With nine years of experience as a sociotherapist in the
Netherlands I developed my workshops on networking and
communication.
My workshops are a personal passion project to help people cope
with the challenges they have in ethical communication, growing
and activating their network & non violent conflict resolution.
I helped, trained and mentored individuals and groups to achieve
better collaboration, opportunities and co-creation.

“I am Joppe, and I create Impact.”

TESTIMONIAL
"Joppe and I got acquainted in quite extraordinary conditions: we were campmates at a desert location for a bit over
a week. Our camp was about 70 people, and Joppe operated as a COO-type of a person: managing all running
things, facilitating decision making on task allocation and cultural issues, and looking after everybody. Notable is,
that nobody had addressed him with this role. He simply saw the need and fulfilled it. He was awesome at his job. He
got everybody to do their tasks, and at the same time kept the spirit up. As an organizational consultant I noted, how
instead of giving out direct orders, he created a culture in which people volunteered for the tasks themselves. He was
also a valuable go-to -person when people had a hard time coping with the harsh conditions. Later I learned that he
had studied psychology and therapy methods quite a bit and was making use of that knowledge in those sessions.
After our desert experience I have attended Joppe’s communications training, which proved his knowledge in
themes such as communications, relationships and team work, his abilities in lecturing, but also understanding the
everyday life and its challenges in worklife.
Joppe is a host by nature, able to teach and lead people to better organizational culture and also skilled in organizing
and managing happenings, events and projects. I highly recommend him for roles comprising any of these elements,
but I believe it is this combination where magic could happen. "
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